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to extract subtle dependencies from EEG signals
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Abstract—Electroencephalography (EEG) signals are resultants
of extremely complex brain activity. Some details of this hidden
dynamics might be accessible through e.g. joint distributions ρ∆t

of signals of pairs of electrodes shifted by various time delays (lag
∆t). A standard approach is monitoring a single evaluation of such
joint distributions, like Pearson correlation (or mutual information),
which turns out relatively uninteresting - as expected, there is usually
a small peak for zero delay and nearly symmetric drop with delay.
In contrast, such a complex signal might be composed of multiple
types of statistical dependencies - this article proposes approach to
automatically decompose and extract them. Specifically, we model
such joint distributions as polynomials, estimated separately for
all considered lag dependencies, then with PCA dimensionality
reduction we find the dominant joint density distortion direc-
tions fv . This way we get a few lag dependent features ai(∆t)
describing separate dominating statistical dependencies of known
contributions: ρ∆t(y, z) ≈

∑r
i=1 ai(∆t) fvi(y, z). Such features

complement Pearson correlation, extracting hidden more complex
behavior, e.g. with asymmetry which might be related with direction
of information transfer, extrema suggesting characteristic delays,
or oscillatory behavior suggesting some periodicity. There is also
discussed extension of Granger causality to such multi-feature joint
density analysis, suggesting e.g. two separate causality waves. While
this early article is initial fundamental research, in future it might
help e.g. with understanding of cortex hidden dynamics, diagnosis of
pathologies like epilepsy, determination of precise electrode position,
or building brain-computer interface.

Keywords: electroencephalography (EEG), multi-feature cor-
relation analysis, time series analysis, time shift, signal pro-
cessing, Granger causality, principal component analysis (PCA),
hierarchical correlation reconstruction (HCR)

I. INTRODUCTION

Electroencephalography (EEG) allows for noninvasive, high
temporal resolution, and relatively inexpensive monitoring of
cerebral cortex activity, making it a very popular technique
for basic research and applications like medical diagnosis (e.g.
epilepsy), brain-computer interface (BCI), economy/marketing
research. Its signals average extremely complex hidden dynamics
into a relatively small number of time series - e.g. 32 electrodes
sampled 500 Hz in the used example analysis (data source: 1 [1]).

This article focuses on statistical dependencies of such time
series for pairs of electrodes shifted by various delays (up to
1 second in the examples here): different electrodes for cross-
correlation, the same for autocorrelation analysis. Standard ap-
proaches usually monitor correlation or mutual information [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6]. In contrast, extreme complexity of the repre-
sented hidden activity suggests to search for more subtle multiple
separate, complementing dependencies - we automatically find
here, and they turn out to have much more complex behavior
than the standard (Pearson) correlation coefficient.

1https://www.kaggle.com/competitions/grasp-and-lift-eeg-detection/data

Figure 1. Proposed analysis on example of Fp1-Fp2 pair of electrodes. The
signals are first independently normalized to nearly uniform on [0,1] with
Gaussian CDF: yt = CDFN(0,1)((xt − E[X])/

√
var(X)). The top diagram

shows scatterplots for ≈ 140000 pairs of normalized values in the same time,
and shifted by 200ms in both time directions. Pearson correlation coefficient,
plotted orange in the bottom, as expected weakens with such delay in nearly
symmetric way. In contrast, we can see the behavior is much more complex, e.g.
clearly lag asymmetric - requiring more sophisticated analysis. The used analysis
models the joint distributions for each lag as a polynomial (second row, HCR).
Then for each electrode pair the basis is reduced to PCA optimized: maximizing
variance over the considered delays. In third row there are shown such r = 4
dominant contributions to joint distribution (linear combinations of the original
ones). The final features are shown in the bottom - they are lag/delay dependencies
of the dominating contributions to joint distribution. Further are shown in Fig. 2,
7, often containing asymmetry suggesting directionality of information transfer,
extrema suggesting characteristic delays, or oscillations suggesting periodicity.

The proposed approach is based on Hierarchical Correlation
Reconstruction (HCR) [7] family of methods, which decompose
dependencies into multiple mixed moments chosen to represent
joint distribution as a linear combination. Similar multi-feature
correlation analysis was previously performed for autocorrela-
tion [8] and cross-correlations [9], here combined into time delay
multi-feature correlation analysis: between two (or more) series
shifted in time.

Example of the discussed analysis is shown in Fig. 1 for
Fp1-Fp2 pair of electrodes. While scatterplots show clear delay
asymmetry, it is neglected in Pearson correlation coefficient
(orange plot at the bottom), but clearly seen in the proposed
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Figure 2. We approximate joint density lag dependance as ρ∆t(y, z) ≈
∑r

i=1 ai(∆t) fvi (y, z), this Figure contains ai(∆t) ≡ avi (∆t) for all pairs for the
first 7 electrodes and r = 3 features (orange, green, red), also Pearson correlation for comparison (blue). In diagonal there are autocorrelations (only one sign of
time shift ∆t ∈ (0, 1]s), outside diagonal there are cross-correlations (∆t ∈ (−1, 1]s). Analogously for all 32 electrodes is presented in Figure 7. Corresponding
PCA eigenvalues λ are written above, they are the maximized variances of considered {av(∆t)}. The first feature (orange) is usually similar to Pearson correlation
(blue), but having much stronger localization in ∆t = 0. More interesting seem the novel remaining two features: green one is often asymmetric, what might suggest
information transfer direction. The red one often has maximal dependance for ∆t ∼ 200ms delay.

features (blue plots). Specifically, like in copula theory [10],
it is convenient to first normalize variables to nearly uniform
distributions on [0,1] by applying cumulative distribution function
(yt = CDF(xt)), here of Gaussian distribution. Then considering
pairs of such normalized variables, if independent they would be
from nearly uniform distribution on [0, 1]2. As they are dependent,
in HCR we model their joint density as a linear combination
in orthonormal (product) basis for some chosen set (here two
variables, m = 10, r = 3 or 4, ai ≡ avi ):

ρ(y, z)
HCR
≈

m∑
j,k=0

ajkfj(y)fk(z)
PCA
≈ 1 +

r∑
i=1

ai fvi(y, z) (1)

for some 1D fj orthonormal basis (
∫ 1

0
fj(y)fk(y)dy = δjk), here

Legendre polynomials. It starts with f0 = 1, hence a00 = 1
term corresponds to normalization, aj0 and a0k terms describe
marginal distributions. Term a11 is close to Pearson correlation
coefficient, ajk mixed moment describes dependence between
j-th moment of the first variable, and k-th moment of the
second variable. Here there was used arbitrarily chosen m = 10,

what means 100 mixed moments (plus subtracted in analysis 20
marginal moments) - while it seems a lot, we can still see artifacts
in the central density in Fig. 1, suggesting to consider even larger
m, or starting with a different basis of functions.

Now shifting one of two considered time series (electrodes)
by ∆t lag, the coefficients become dependent on this lag: akl ≡
akl(∆t). As we are talking about a hundred of lag dependent
coefficients, we can apply a dimensionality reduction technique
like PCA to choose a few dominant features av(∆t), being linear
combinations of the original ones akl(∆t), chosen to maximize
variance over the considered set of lags, here of 1001 lags: from
-1s to +1s with 500Hz sampling, independently for each pair of
electrodes.

As we will see in the figures, the first such feature is usually
similar to standard (Pearson) correlation - nearly symmetric
with peak for zero delay, however, it is more localized as this
statistical dependency is more diagonal than standard correlation.
Especially for autocorrelation for which zero lag would mean
joint density being a perfect diagonal (here we start with the
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Figure 3. PCA optimized dominant contributions fv to joint distribution of normalized variables for some pairs of electrodes (red: positive, blue: negative),
approximating joint density as ρ∆t(y, z) ≈

∑r
i=1 ai(∆t) fvi (y, z). Their lag dependent contributions avi are the discussed features presented in Fig. 2, 7. These

fv contributions allow for interpretation of av(∆t) features, and might themselves contain some valuable statistical information about the hidden cortex dynamics,
e.g. to identify the functional structure attached to the electrode. For autocorrelations the above contributions are close to diagonal, with av features describing details
of blurring of this diagonal with growing lag. For cross-correlations the diagonal is often also emphasized, but generally the behavior is much more complex. We
can also observe asymmetry between bottom-left and top-right corners, describing cooccurrences of the lowest and the highest extreme events.

smallest nonzero lag). More interesting are the further features -
often having asymmetry, local extrema, oscillations, etc. - which
might correspond to properties of hidden cortex dynamics.

The second version of this article adds simple extension to
Granger’s causality - by just adding prediction from its past
to the later sequence in the considered joint distribution. Such
multi-feature causality e.g. distinguishes separate causality waves,
rather merged in standard single causality evaluations.

The current early version of article presents basic methodol-
ogy and examples (calculated in Wolfram Mathematica), to be
extended in the future - for example with further techniques e.g.
from [8], [9], like inclusion of nonstationarity analysis. Natural
development directions are applications: from basic research
improving understanding of cortex activity through the discussed
features, to e.g. medical diagnosis or brain-computer interface
applications.

II. DELAY TIME MULTI-FEATURE COVARIANCE ANALYSIS

This main section introduces to the proposed methodology, in
the next section asymmetrized by adding prediction from its past
to normalization of the later sequence (Granger causality).

A. Data and normalization

All presented example analysis was made using EEG data from
a single file in the mentioned Kaggle competition ”Grasp-and-
Lift EEG Detection”: 32 electrodes × 140424 times with 500Hz
sampling (≈ 280 seconds). The purpose of this early version

of article is introduction to the methodology, to provide basic
intuitions from examples. In future there should be analyzed and
compared multiple samples to investigate universality.

As in copula theory [10], in the discussed HCR methodology
it is convenient (not necessary) to normalize all data (each time
series individually) to nearly uniform distributions yt = CDF(xt).
There were tested various distributions and Gaussian turns out
nearly optimal, hence it was used (also for simplicity). Specifi-
cally, for each time series {xt} there was independently calcu-
lated mean and variance, then we further work on normalized
{yt}: yt = CDFN(0,1)((xt − E[X])/

√
var(X)) using CDF of

normalized Gaussian distribution (µ = 0, σ = 1).
However, as we can see in the middle plot of Fig. 4, such

normalized time series is rather nonstationary. From one side
there is an open question if it should be removed for correlation
analysis, what can be done using predicted CDF with time
dependent parameters: yt = CDFt(xt) - done as p-normalization
in the right hand plot of Fig. 4 for Granger causality in the
next Section. From the other side, nonstationarity hides crucial
information about activity - worth being analyzed, what can be
combined with the discussed HCR by just replacing averages in
estimation with exponential moving averages to estimate time
evolution e.g. of the discussed features, as for example in [8].

B. Hierarchical correlation analysis (HCR)

The HCR philosophy [7] models (joint) densities as linear
combinations ρ(y) ≈

∑
j ajfj(y), allowing for inexpensive to
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Figure 4. The normalization process example - the left hand side plot shows the original time series (from Fp1 electrode). The middle plot shows basic normalization
used in Section II: subtraction of mean, division by standard deviation, and applying CDF of Gaussian distribution: yt = CDFN(0,1)((xt − E[X])/

√
var(X)),

making {yt}t set from nearly uniform U [0, 1] distribution. The right hand side plot shows much stronger predicted p-normalization used for causality analysis in
Section III: using the entire past of this time series to predict separate CDFt for each time and zt = CDFt(xt) normalization, making (zt)t series very close to
i.i.d. U [0, 1]. The current prediction was order 10 ARMA, then order 1 ARCH, then adaptive Student’s t distribution with optimized ν ∼ 10 shape parameter. For
causality evaluation we analyze distortion from uniform joint distribution between some earlier normalized series (reason) and later p-normalized different series.

estimate high parameter description, decomposition of statistical
dependencies into mixed moments - intuitively like Taylor ex-
pansion of multivariate function.

For estimation it is convenient to use orthonormal family
of functions:

∫ 1

0
fj(y)fk(y)dy = δjk, usually polynomials,

alternatively could be e.g. trigonometric especially for peri-
odic data. Here we use othonormal (Legendre) polynomials -
f0, f1, f2, f3, f4 are correspondingly:

1,
√
3(2x− 1),

√
5(6x2 − 6x+ 1),

√
7(20x3 − 30x2 +12x− 1), (70x4 − 140x3 +90x2 − 20x+1).

In multiple dimensions a natural approach is using product basis,
e.g. here starting with fjk(y, z) = fj(y)fk(z) for j, k = 0, . . . ,m
and arbitrarily chosen m = 10. Later the final r features are linear
combinations, in basis optimized with PCA.

For orthonormal basis, MSE estimation is simple, e.g. used 2D
for P = {(y, z)} dataset - pairs of (normalized) values:

ρ(y, z) ≈
m∑

j,k=0

ajkfj(y)fk(z) for ajk = mean
(y,z)∈P

fj(y)fk(z)

(2)
allowing to estimate ajk independently, also e.g. their evolution
by replacing average with exponential moving average. Estima-
tion of such single ≈ 100 parameter joint distribution takes a few
milliseconds on a notebook.

C. PCA dimensionality reduction

For the discussed application we estimate parameters (2) sep-
arately for each introduced delay/lag ∆t, getting akl(∆t) three
dimensional tensor - here for each electrode pair: 11×11×1001
for m = 10 and 1 second maximal delay at 500Hz sampling.

We need to reduce it for practical applications - here using
PCA. For this purpose, this tensor was first treated as 121×1001
matrix, then its 121×121 covariance matrix C was calculated, and
r = 3 or 4 its dominant eigenvectors Cv = λv were calculated.

Then we define fv = v · (fjk : j, k = 0, . . . ,m) as the
new optimized basis of dominant joint distribution contributions,
with transformed coefficients: av(∆t) = v · (ajk(∆t) : j, k =
0, . . . ,m). The corresponding eigenvalue λ is variance of such
lag dependent features {av(∆t)}. Some of fv are shown in Figure
3 - they are dominant contributions to joint distribution with lag
dependence given by av(∆t).

Additionally, we can remove contribution of marginal distribu-
tions before PCA, what was applied but is nearly negligible here
(more important for Granger causality in the next Section), using
the below modified coefficients:

ãjk = ajk − aj0 a0k for k, j > 0 (3)

III. DENSITY-BASED MULTI-FEATURE GRANGER CAUSALITY

In very popular Granger causality [11], if A signal ”Granger-
causes” a B signal, then past values of A should contain infor-
mation that helps predict B above and beyond the information
contained in past values of B alone. Usually it is done with very
simple linear regression value prediction like in ARMA models.

Value prediction alone cannot see causality as e.g. influence
on variance and higher moments. To observe such more subtle
dependencies, we need to switch from working on values, to
probability distributions. There are popular approaches working
on relatively simple distributions like multivariate Gaussian, how-
ever, especially in EEG data we can see the joint distributions are
much more complex - suggesting to use agnostic large number
of parameters models, like the discussed fitting polynomial to
joint distributions. There are ways to directly predict such simple
models of distribution as polynomial (e.g. [12]), however, for
simplicity let us now just modify the above approach here, maybe
to use a different one in some future.

Specifically, looking at the above description of Granger
causality, from the predicted series (B, later result) we need first
to remove information which can be concluded from its past. For
value prediction we just subtract the prediction, e.g. using linear
regression from moving window in ARMA models, then can try
to predict the difference (called residue) for Granger causality
using the second sequence (A, earlier reason).

To analogously ”subtract” predicted from previous values entire
probability distributions, e.g. used here Student’s t-distributions
centered in the predicted value, a natural approach is predicting
this probability distribution as CDFt in time t, and normalizing
zt = CDFt(xt) to nearly i.i.d. uniform U [0, 1]. We will refer to
it as p-normalization, with example in Fig. 4.

Having such p-normalized sequence for the B signal with
removed information about its past, as Granger causality we can
search for its statistical dependencies from earlier A signal -
here with basic Gaussian normalization. We could use various
approaches to evaluate the dependence e.g. conditional entropy,
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Figure 5. Full causality evaluation for the first 7 electrodes (for all summarized in Fig. 6). As the reason (row) we use basic normalized earlier signal from one
electrode (A), as the result (column) we use predicted from its past p-normalized later signal from a different electrode (B). There are plotted the first three PCA
optimized multi-feature cross-covariance analysis features - the dominant distortions of joint density for such pairs of signals. For some like emphasized example Fp1
→ F1 we can see kind of two separate (shown orthogonal joint density distortions) information transfer waves: ≈ 100ms blue wave, and then later ≈ 200ms orange
wave - distinguished in the discussed multi-feature approach, would probably merge into one if using e.g. mutual information instead. We can also see asymmetry,
e.g. Fp1→F3 has much weaker this second orange wave than the opposite (sign is negligible).

mutual information, Kullback-Leibler [13], however, all of them
are some features of joint distribution - instead of extracting such
feature, we can directly describe (approximated but) complete
joint distributions as in the discussed multi-feature philosophy:
through dominant (PCA optimized) distortions of ρ = 1 starting
joint distribution.

Such multi-feature approach allows to decompose Granger
causality into complementary, literally orthogonal contributions
to joint distributions between earlier B sequence, and later A
sequence having ”subtracted” prediction from its past. As we
can see in Figure 5, such orthogonal features can suggest e.g.
two causality waves (blue ≈ 100ms then orange ≈ 200ms), with
concrete interpretations as shown join distribution contributions.
Such two waves would likely be merged if extracting single
evaluation from joint distribution like mutual information.

While Figure 5 plots allow for detailed analysis of pairs of
electrodes as ρ∆t(y, z) ≈ 1 +

∑
v av(∆t) fv(y, z), a simple way

to combine them into a single causality evaluation (alternative e.g.
for mutual information) is

√∑
v(av)

2, thanks to orthonormality
of fv approximately mean deviation of ρ ≈ 1 uniform joint
density. Such evaluation for all electrode pairs and various delays
is shown in Fig. 6. We can e.g. see optical cortex having vary
large such causality evaluation for 0 delay - suggesting a common
cause like visual stimulus. For ∼ 50−200 ms delays the strongest
evaluation is for the frontal cortex. The rest of cortex dominates
for higher delays - often in clearly asymmetric way.

For the used p-normalization, there was applied the following
procedure optimized for log-likelihood, which leads to nearly
perfect i.i.d. U(0,1) normalized series, but still can be improved

in the future. Specifically, there was first subtracted prediction
from linear regression using 10 previous values (ARMA). Then
such residues were divided by standard deviations predicted by
order 1 ARCH model. For such sequence there was applied
recent adaptive Student’t distribution [14] estimating evolving
scale parameter from exponential moving averages, for fixed but
individually (log-likelihood) optimized ν ∼ 10 shape parameter,
finally used for zt = CDFt(xt) p-normalization.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

The article proposes time delay multi-feature correlation anal-
ysis - decomposing statistical dependencies into a few dominant
lag dependent features, to automatically optimize and extract mul-
tiple types of subtle statistical dependencies, causality evaluations
e.g. for EEG electrodes, but also for other types of time series.

This is early version of methodology and article, introducing
this looking promising novel approach, requiring further work
- starting e.g. with comparison of such analysis for various
activities and persons, trying to understand hidden mechanisms
leading to these dominant statistical dependencies.

Some possible future research directions:
• Practical applications, like medical diagnosis, detection of

pathological activity e.g. seizure, determination of precise
electrode position, various brain-computer interface applica-
tions.

• Better understanding based on such found features - of
information transfer, cortex activity, their interpretations and
properties - like various asymmetries, extrema for character-
istic delays, oscillations for some periodicity, suggested two
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Figure 6. Proposed causality evaluation for various delays. Time series of
predicted electrode (B, horizontal, result) was p-normalized (with prediction).
Time series of second electrode, earlier the written delay, was just normalized with
Gaussian distribution (A, vertical, reason). There are shown causality evaluations
as square root of sum of squared discussed features

√∑
v(av)

2, describing
distortion from uniform joint distribution. While these diagrams use the same
colors, they refer to different scales - up to the written ”max”. Very large
evaluation for zero delay is characteristic here for visual cortex, and suggests
some earlier common (visual) cause. For 100-200ms delays the strongest causality
is evaluated for frontal cortex, for higher delays we can see strong asymmetry -
especially toward T8 electrode.

causality waves with asymmetries, etc.
• The example analysis was performed on a single time series

for 32 electrodes - bringing a big question of universal-
ity: dependence of electrode positions, person, conditions,
anatomical changes like cerebral vascular accident or corpus
callosotomy procedure disconnecting hemispheres.

• The suggested multi-feature Granger causality allows e.g.
to split causality into separate waves, suggesting further
research of propagation of such waves, e.g. with higher
spatial resolution (more electrodes).

• While we have focused on EEG electrodes, the proposed
approach is very general, allowing e.g. to combine with

other time series data like fMRI, NIRS, MEG, simultaneous
electrocardiogram, etc., or use it for completely different
types of data (especially multi-feature Granger causality) -
suggesting search and exploration of potential applications.

• While it is natural to focus on lag dependence av(∆t), also
the found contributions fv might turn out carrying valuable
information, e.g. helping in identification of the attached
functional cortex region.

• The signals are very nonstationary, what might be worth
including in normalization (e.g. as in [15], p-normalization
for Granger causality), also perform nonstationarity analysis
(e.g. as in [8]) for example to correlate evolution of such
features with stimuli/actions for brain-compute interface
applications.

• Having discussed time dependance (here of delay), we
can perform its Fourier analysis - which might provide
characteristic spectra, phase shifts, it generally might be
different for various discussed features - allowing to find
some hidden more subtle periodic processes.

• While we have focused on two dimensional joint distribu-
tions, it can be easily expanded to work with 3 or more e.g.
electrodes and/or delays, by starting with higher dimensional
product bases.
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Figure 7. As in Figure 2, this time for all 32 electrodes, for better readability plots were normalized to av(∆t)/maxτ |av(τ)|.
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